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A question of agency: Africa in international politics

Abstract
Over recent years African states have become increasingly prominent actors in high-level
international politics. This article makes the case for studying Africa’s international relations
from the point of view of agency. The article outlines contemporary contexts within which
questions of African agency have come to the fore and argues a need to think conceptually
about agency in international politics in a way that accommodates the range of different
agencies at work. The article outlines three main elements as foundations for the analysis of
African agency: first, a conceptualisation of different dimensions of agency; second, a
recognition of the importance of sovereignty in differentiating between state, or state-enabled
agents and others; and third, a temporally-embedded approach to agency in order to
historicise contemporary agency. Combined, these elements suggest that future work on
African agency would be able to engage seriously with the continent’s role in international
politics in a way that presents Africa as actor not just acted upon, historical agent not just
history’s recipient.
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1. Introduction
Over the past decade and more, African states have become increasingly prominent actors in
high-level international politics, evident in their role in international trade and climate change
negotiations, the G8 and G20, and a range of new ‘south-south’ coalitions1. There has been
an increasing activism in processes governing the distribution of aid and an increasing role in
military and humanitarian intervention. In a more indirect way, social processes shaped by
African actors, both state and non-state, are generating new areas of interdependence between
the continent and outside powers in the form of 'new' ‘security’ issues – migration,
environmental degradation and health among them. ‘The fact is’ Taylor argues ‘Africa is
increasingly important in international relations and is more and more attracting interest from
a variety of actors at a scale perhaps not witnessed since the original Scramble for Africa’2.
Yet, on many fronts, African states remain at best minor powers, still ‘hemmed in’3 by the
seemingly immovable structures of international inequality, by high levels of poverty and
underdevelopment, often fragile economies and weak political and military capacity. This
article will assess how significant is the apparent resurgence of African participation on the
international stage and how it might be possible to characterise the nature of that agency, its
constraints and its social location and political purposes?
This article argues that a focus on African agency in international politics provides a useful
way into an analysis of this tension between notions of a renewed African activism in
international affairs and the persistence of wider, ‘structural’ constraints on the continent’s
actors. A focus on agency allows us to frame an analysis which foregrounds the politics of
African states and other actors as serious objects of study and stands in sharp contrast to the
standard approach to analysing Africa’s international relations. Rather than asking how
external actors such as aid donors and great powers old and new have impacted on, and
intervened in a marginalised, victimised and almost politically inert ‘Africa’, a focus on
African agency turns this on its head and asks instead how far and in what ways have African
states and other actors been able to act on and in the international system. A focus on agency
achieves this aim, not by stressing a volunturistic, panglossian view of agency, shorn of
structural constraints and historical specificity4, but by requiring an account of the mutuallyconstituting and changing relationship between agency and structure.
This isn’t an entirely new departure but nor is it well trodden ground. Wider IR literatures,
such as that on ‘small states’5, and specific works on Africa seek to approach international
relations ‘from the bottom up’ as Clapham put it6. However, there is only limited guidance
for an analysis of African agency in the contemporary period. There is a theoretical literature
on agency in international relations in general, although this is not as extensive as one might
expect7. There is also, especially from the late 1990s, a developing literature on many aspects
of Africa’s international relations8. There is a range of debates in historical and cultural
studies of Africa, especially around colonialism and its aftermath, dealing with questions of
African agency and the role of individual and group experiences in relation to more
universalistic structural accounts of colonialism9. While analysis of African agency in today’s
international politics can and should draw on all of these resources, as a field of study there is
also some groundwork to be done.
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The purpose of this article is to outline the beginnings of a framework for analysing African
agency in contemporary international politics. I begin in with a brief outline of the scope of
the field, identifying some of the key areas where a range of African agencies have come to
the forefront in international politics. In the following section I suggest that a flexible
conceptualisation of agency is needed to locate agencies in the ‘complex dialectical interplay’
with the structural contexts from which they arise and in relation to which they operate10. In
doing this I make rather schematic use of Colin Wight’s conceptualisation of agency which
directs our attention to the different subjective-, context- and role-specific facets of agency11.
However I also argue that in international politics the persisting relevance of sovereignty
demarcates a dividing line between state and non-state agencies – a demarcation that is
crucial to understanding the opportunities and constraints for African actors in international
politics. Finally, I argue that to grasp the contingent openings that contemporary African
political actors seek to exploit, it is also necessary to pay attention to the temporal aspects
through a historicised account of African agency.
2. The field of African agency
Any attempt to delineate a field as broad as ‘African agency’ is bound to run the risk of
partiality and over-generalisation and the range of areas over which one can consider African
agency in international politics is indeed wide. At the risk of considerable oversimplification,
there are four broad categories of African agency that I will consider in this article: that
exercised by collective intergovernmental organisations including the African Union and subregional intergovernmental bodies; that exercised by national states; the agency of state-based
actors acting on behalf of national states, particularly state leaders and their representatives;
and sub- or non-state actors. To differing extents, all have participated in raising the
prominence of Africa within the wider field of international affairs.
As should be obvious given the diversity of the continent, speaking unproblematically of
‘African agency’ in the singular is hazardous. However, following Harrison, there are at least
three senses in which speaking of ‘Africa’ as a whole might be justified in this context: as a
collective international actor; as a collection of states with (in the ‘broadest of sweeps’) a
shared history; and as a discursive presence, used by both Africans and outsiders, in
international politics and policy12. All three feature to varying extents in the analysis of
African agency.
Perhaps the key institutional change that has helped to elevate Africa’s standing in
international politics was the formation of the African Union (AU) in 2002. This was a
significant change for a number of reasons, signalling a break from much of the postindependence era and establishing new principles for regional cooperation and integration.
However, it also represented the start of a renewed attempt to make African numbers count in
international forums. Encompassing 54 African states (following South Sudan’s addition in
2011) the AU has the potential to be a major negotiating group in the international arena,
giving it a weight, because of numbers of states, that out-performs its weight in traditional
estimations of power. Indeed, the AU has actively sought to make use of this advantage,
forming common negotiating positions in the debates around UN reform and climate change.
Success has been mixed – in the case of UN reform the so-called Ezulwini Consensus
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saddled the continent with an implausible and inflexible negotiating stance that arguably did
nothing to end the marginalisation of Africa13. However, in climate change negotiations, the
impact has been more significant with African voices exerting a much stronger influence than
had hitherto been the case at the Copenhagen summit in 2009, Cancun in 2010 and, with
South Africa as host, in Durban in 201114.
Continentally too, the AU has become a player in a way that the predecessor Organisation of
African Unity, rarely did. New principles governing peace and intervention, together with
western donor and UN support to increase African security capacities, has seen the AU
coordinate African forces in a number of ceasefire and peacekeeping missions including
Burundi, Somalia, and Sudan15. Furthermore, the AU has also sought to speak for Africa as a
whole over peace and security matters, witnessed most prominently over the NATO
intervention in Libya in 2011. Here the AU was a strident critic of the NATO action and, on
the basis that it was upholding the AU’s own rules on conflict and intervention, argued
strongly that it should be left to African states to respond to the crisis16. Such a stance was
viewed critically by many outside Africa, as well as by some within the AU, appearing to
shore up Gaddafi’s crumbling regime, but was an expression of a independent and rule-based
stance by the regional body nonetheless17.
The prominence of the AU internationally has developed in close relationship to the
emergence of an increased prominence of individual African states in a number of
multilateral and bilateral contexts such as the WTO and climate change negotiations.
Arguably, however, a few key states making the running. Chief among these is one of the
continent’s ‘pivotal powers’18 – South Africa – which has led African interventions in the
WTO, climate change negotiations and in a variety of emerging ‘south-south’ coalitions
(such as the India-Brazil-South Africa group)19. More generally, South Africa, together with
Nigeria, has been the focus of African participation in G8 and G20 summitry and
successfully promoted a ‘partnership’ agenda with western states. The ‘golden age of African
diplomacy’20 between 1998 and 2008 saw developed countries enter into a series of
commitments on aid, trade and debt in return for African pledges on economic and
governance reform. Seats at the table for leading African states carry with them their own
diplomatic headaches, however, with attendant problems in South Africa’s case of needing to
speak for ‘Africa’, for ‘southern Africa’, as well as for its own national interests21.
Differentiation between African states has also become prominent in bilateral relations. In the
aid field the era of ‘post-conditionality’ 22 has seen considerable divergence in African states’
relations with donors. Uganda, Ethiopia and Rwanda in particular have shown an ability to
exert increasing ownership over aid agendas and priorities23. In Rwanda’s case the country
has seen considerable success in coordinating DAC donors to its priorities24 whereas
Uganda’s efforts at ‘perception management’ has seen it maintain DAC aid flows despite
increasing criticism of its domestic political situation25. Such examples reinforce Taylor’s
assessment: ‘Contra to the notion that Africa is a passive bystander in global processes,
African elites have proven themselves excellent arch-manipulators of the international
system’26. Both cases present questions as to how far simplistic notions of the power of donor
conditionality – and assumptions of the dominance of western actors – are accurate in cases
where states have shown they can exert agency based on national sovereign authority27.
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In both multilateral and bilateral contexts, the degree of increased African assertiveness as
well as the political content and purpose of such action, has been heavily influenced by key
political leaders. Interpretation of state agency therefore needs to be informed by an
awareness of the role of African state leaders as both actors defining as well as mediating the
external expression of state preferences. For Landsberg, the ‘golden age’ relied heavily on the
particular foreign policy strategies and vision of a few key leaders, South Africa’s Mbeki and
Nigeria’s Obasanjo in particular28. But in many arenas leaders leave a particularly heavy
stamp on states’ foreign policies and inter-personal politics have played a significant role in
the opposition to NATO intervention in Libya in 2011, the absence of African intervention in
Cote d’Ivoire in 2010-11 and in southern Africa’s softly-softly handling of the Zimbabwe
crisis29.
In a variety of fields, non-state actors also bring another dimension to the consideration of
African agency. While clearly central to any political activity, the specific role of African
non-state actors in international politics takes a number of forms. On the one hand, non-state
agencies of various kinds form the constituencies of interest to which state leaders must relate
and thus have a role in shaping state preferences and the external actions of those leaders. On
the other hand, they also interact more directly with ‘external’ international agencies and
organisations. In a number of fields, the ‘new’ ‘security’ issues of environment, health and
migration in particular, the cooperation or participation of non-state actors as groups or
individuals is necessary for the successful implementation of international policy. This has
been documented in the HIV/AIDS field30 as well as in analyses of the barriers to translating
intergovernmental declarations on peacekeeping and conflict prevention early warning
systems into effective action on the ground31. More generally, through changing patterns of
social behaviour, they also have a role in the shaping of these policy fields in the first place,
even being the ‘securitising agents’ acting ‘from the bottom up’. A case of this is in South
Africa, where xenophobic community-based violence towards Zimbabwean migrants in 2008
‘securitised’ the issue contributing to a shift in South Africa’s foreign policy towards
Zimbabwe32.
Lastly, as agents attempting more far reaching political change across the continent, non-state
actors influence both the institutions through which other agents seek to act a well as the
perceptions of the continent’s political trajectory inside and outside Africa. Whether such
activity – which included protests and demonstrations in over a dozen sub-Saharan African
countries in 2011 – amounted to the beginnings of ‘an African spring’, is open to debate.
Nevertheless, as the ‘north African’ spring showed, such political convulsions have an impact
on the shape of the international system as well as on domestic political arrangements33.
Indeed, a focus on agency in all its forms may help to redress the surprise and shock at the
turn of events, so evident in responses to the ‘Arab Spring’, which itself was born of ‘the
tendency of numerous researchers to focus only on structures, institutions and other
mechanisms of power without taking into account the forms of resistance they provoke’34.
3. Unpacking agency
This overview of political action by ‘Africa’ in international politics describes a very broad
field. In order to focus this more usefully I pose two overlapping questions. On the one hand
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there is a quasi-quantitative question: ‘how much’ agency are African political actors able to
enact? This raises substantive analytical problems around the degree of influence or power
such agents are able to exert, their room for manoeuvre, and the identification of those factors
that constrain or enable such agency. A second, more qualitative question lies close by: ‘what
kind’ of agency is being enacted? This in turn raises analytical issues about the nature of such
agency, its political purposes and content and the ways such agency is shaped socially. To
develop analysis in response to both ‘how much’ and ‘what kind’ questions, it is clear that the
meaning of the concept of agency itself becomes an issue. This section explores how one
might conceptualise agency in a way that allows us to approach both forms of the question of
agency.
As Colin Wight has noted, in much IR literature, and as I have used it thus far, agency is
taken to mean something akin to ‘the faculty or state of acting or exerting power’35. Indeed, at
some levels of abstraction, for some analytical purposes (particularly in response to ‘how
much’ questions), this kind of ‘rule of thumb’ approach has some use. We do learn something
about Africa’s interaction with the international system by asking whether a range of African
actors are exerting more influence internationally and about the causal factors that make this
possible or limit its extent. However, as the discussion above shows, once we recognise that
in acting internationally, even through what at first sight looks like singular African agencies
like the AU, the agency at work is both shaped by other internal and external actors and is
acting in relation to wider political and social constraints. Simple notions of a singular
African agency, and of agency simply as the exertion of power or influence, start to seem less
adequate to the task. Here a more nuanced notion of agency is needed, one that can
accommodate the variety of entities to which the label agent can be applied, to differentiate
between them, and that can locate agency in relation to the social contexts from which it
arises and which shape, enable and constrain it.
3.1 Dimensions of agency
In the discussion that follows, I argue that Colin Wight’s work on agency provides a useful
starting point from which to build a fuller account of African agency in today’s international
politics. Wight has been at the forefront of discussions of agency in international politics,
engaging with notions of agency arising from the work of Alexander Wendt among others.
With the exception of Wendt, Wight maintains that ‘I am aware of no systematic [IR]
disciplinary treatment of the concept of agency’36. I give a very truncated and schematic
account of one aspect of Wight’s approach as a basis for thinking through both the ‘how
much’ and ‘what kind’ questions of African agency. However, following that I suggest two
further steps. The first is to add a qualification to Wight’s account of agency in order to
clarify a distinction between state, or state-based agencies and others; and second, to consider
the need to historicise the account of African agency.
Wight argues that any social agency has a tripartite character37. First, there is the notion of
agency in the sense most commonly used, of a ‘freedom of subjectivity’ in action, but
defined also as involving both meaning and intentionality38. This is the irreducibly human
aspect to agency and through which ‘anything that happens in society’ must travel. This
insistence on the human basis for agency is a guiding notion for Wight, based on Bhaskar’s
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claim that ‘nothing happens in society save in virtue of something human beings do or have
done’39. Granting states (or any other structured entities) a personality (as Wendt does40)
transgresses on this basic, and widely shared, premise. While Wight has some sympathy with
Buzan’s notion of agency involving ‘acting’ and ‘exerting power’, he argues that this misses
key dimensions of human agency, particularly the importance of agents’ injection of meaning
and intentionality into action41. States, in this view, only enact their agency in the sense of
acting through human agents – individuals, groups and organisations – though exactly how
they do this is an important point I will return to below.
This first dimension of agency speaks to the idea of agency as ‘doing something’ and
accounts of agency in this form answer parts of both the ‘how much’ and ‘what kind’
questions: how much subjective freedom of action is being exercised and what is it that
agents are doing with that freedom of subjectivity? However, going further in answering
these questions brings us to the second and third dimensions of agency. The second
dimension, for Wight, is more akin to the notion of agency as ‘being an agent of something’
as ‘bearers’ of the context from which they originate. Here Wight seems to have in mind the
wider socio-cultural setting as well as personal histories, backgrounds and social
conditioning, that shape agency. This is a broad category and is directed towards identifying
the enablements and constraints of any agency – ‘the power agents accumulate by virtue of
their positioning within a social context’ which varies over time and according to different
contexts42.
Finally, agents are positioned within particular roles, which may or may not be formally
ascribed and which themselves may empower or constrain choices open to them. In our
survey above, this helps to describe aspects of agency that pertain, in the more formal sense,
to the roles of leader, diplomat, negotiator, representative, but also, in a less formal sense to
constituent, advocate or protestor. Any particular example of agency thus has a tripartite
character and invocations of agency always involve all three: there are neither simply free
individuals, nor script-defined role performance but both roles and subjectivity shaped in
extent and content, by and operating within a specific social context. All three need to be
considered together according to Wight and the precise way in which they combine cannot be
determined abstractly but only in analysis of concrete examples43.
One of the attractive aspects of this orientation towards agency is the way that through each
dimension it inscribes within the notion of agency itself the wider, structural contexts within
which it occurs. As Wight notes, ‘…we need to think of agency as always structurally
embedded yet distinct from those structures that enable and constrain it…’44. Rosenberg has
made a similar point, claiming that whereas structure is a device for exploring the emergent
properties and accumulated practices and consequences of human agency; similarly ‘there is
no such thing as ‘extra-structural’ agency’. But the implications cut both ways. ‘To reserve
agency only to describe action in opposition to established practice (structure) is to evacuate
from the concept of structure exactly that reproductive and sequential agency whose patterns
and results the concept [structure] exists to delineate’45. Put more crudely, agency needs to be
seen as both creative and reproductive of existing structural relationships as well as,
potentially at least, transformative of them. Unlike more thoroughgoing structuralist accounts
which obscure agency, and the more thoroughgoing methodological individualist accounts of
international politics which deny a causal role to structures46 here is a notion of agency that is
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structurally embedded. In Wight’s neat phrase, ‘…agents always bring their structures with
them’47.
When looking at any particular instance of African agency, we are therefore called upon to
give an account that recognises the subjective freedom of the agents concerned, whether
abstracted as states or organisations, or as more individualised actors, but viewed both in the
sense of the roles they are performing and the social contextual constraints that inform that
subjectivity. In describing different examples of agency – state leader, diplomat, negotiator,
socially-located individuals and groups – part of our account needs to be about the subjective
freedom involved but also the roles being filled and the socio-cultural contexts which inform
and constrain that agency, ‘…the conditions of possibility for any social act…’ as Wight puts
it48.
A key example of African agency can be used to illustrate these points. The AU’s actions in
response to the Libya crisis – criticising the UN-sanctioned NATO intervention49, launching
its own high-level diplomatic mission to broker a ceasefire and initial non-recognition of the
new regime – was notable for the extent to which it stood out from the route pursued by the
dominant powers50. The political ‘space’ for this initiative relied in large part on the prior
groundwork done in founding the AU as a collective voice of the continent, building the
regional organisation and enacting a series of principles regarding intervention and the nonrecognition of regimes that come to power through the use of force. The agency exercised
was therefore around the precise ways in which this role of mediator, defined expressly as an
‘African’ role, was taken forward in the delegation headed by South Africa’s Jacob Zuma and
steered by the AU Chairperson Jean Ping. Nevertheless, both the extent of room for
manoeuvre that opened up, the use of it and the results of the exercise were shaped by wider
political contexts.
These included, first, the external conditions which confronted the attempt at mediation, not
least the military power of NATO and the drift of events on the ground in Libya which
proved to be more decisive. When taken ‘quantitatively’ therefore, both the high level
diplomatic mission and the AU deliberations on whether and when to recognise the National
Transitional Council in Libya were illustrations of the limitations on African agency.
However, more ‘qualitatively’ the AU responses can be read in terms of how ‘internal’
histories and backgrounds informed how the AU pursued this diplomatic strategy. These
included the history of Libya’s involvement in the creation of the AU and Gaddafi’s
continuing influence in the rest of the continent, personal loyalties to Gaddafi of key African
leaders such as Uganda’s Museveni (represented on the high level mission by his foreign
minister and a very prominent voice calling for an ‘African solution’), and the ways in which
the AU’s own norms helped to define a particular kind of role for its representatives in
response to the uprising and its aftermath51. These factors have proved very controversial,
even within Africa, with many states criticising the AU’s response, particularly over the slow
recognition of the new government in Libya. Where more conventional accounts would tell
us a story simply of external powers (yet again) determining African realities, a focus on
agency at least invites us to engage seriously with the ways in which political actors, acting
on behalf of an ‘African collectivity’, tried to utilise such space as was available to them, to
respond to the crisis. It also allows us to engage with actual political debates that have arisen
around what different courses of action might have been taken in the circumstances.
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In this case and in others I have touched on in the previous section52, Wight’s notion of
agency doesn’t substantively settle key analytical issues such as the relative balance between,
say, personal attributes, domestic political pressures and external system level constraints, but
it does provide a framework within which these causal factors can begin to be located in
relation to each other. Moreover, approaching these issues from the standpoint of agency,
itself facilitates a serious engagement with the political content of these instances of Africa’s
participation in the international political arena.
3.2 States and agency
These considerations highlight a tension in the discussion so far regarding different forms of
agency, in particular the differentiation that is needed between state-based forms of agency
and the other, non-state forms. In much of the discussion so far, I have talked, in ‘academic
shorthand’53, of African states having agency and at the same time asserted the importance of
human agents as ‘bearers of’ the social context from which they arise and within which they
operate. If Wight’s consideration of agency is broadly accepted, then, following Jessop, one
should note that ‘it is not the state which acts: it is always specific sets of politicians and state
officials located in specific parts of the state system’54. As a result, Wight argues (contra
Wendt) against the notion of the state as an actual ‘person’. Wendt argued that states are
persons, having a theoretical understanding of their activities; supplying reasons for their
behaviour; monitoring and adapting their behaviour and making decisions – a form of
‘collective consciousness’55. The state, as such is a particular type of structure that emerges
into an corporate agent because of these features.
In contrast, Wight argues there is a distinction to be made (one Wendt misses) between
corporate and collective agency, where the latter is unproblematic (individuals acting
collectively and having an often enhanced agency as a result) but which cannot be applied
easily to the state. Instead, following Marx, the state for Wight is a ‘complex institutional
ensemble’56. As a ‘structural ensemble’ the state can have causality and be legally
accountable but it is not itself a person57. However, while ‘…structures are responsible for
some element of agential outcomes’58 states exert that agency only through the actions of
socially-embedded and role-performing groups and individuals: ‘As such, the state itself does
not exercise power, but facilitates the exercise of power by state agents…structurally-located
political actors…It is only these agents… who bring into play specific powers and state
capacities that are inscribed in particular state institutions that act’59. As such, abstracting the
state as an agent may work for certain analytical purposes but cannot account for phenomena
whose causality resides elsewhere in the social world60.
So far, this seems a reasonable way of handling this tension. Where difficulty arises in
Wight’s framework, is in differentiating such ‘state-enabled’ agencies from any other. Here
Wight’s account seems to oscillate between an insistence on the uniqueness of the state, and
assertions that there is nothing to distinguish its structures (and hence the agents located
within or empowered by it) from any other. Important consequences flow from this, not least
whether the distinction between an ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ in IR any longer obtains. As Wight
puts it, ‘…no organisation can be considered wholly autonomous and independent of external
structural influences. When applied to the state, this fact alone should lead us to treat with
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suspicion artificial boundaries separating inside form outside, or dividing the world into
artificial levels’61.
Yet Wight is more equivocal than this statement implies. On the one hand, ‘although the state
plays a unique role in a given society it is not simply one among equals. The state is the preeminent institutional structure’62 and that ‘…the state is still characterised by its distinctive
structural make-up that endows it with a unique set of powers, properties and liabilities’63. On
the other hand he claims, ‘…the distinction between domestic and international structures
seems untenable’64. But then he goes on to say that: ‘States are only one institutional form
among many…’ and that we should be analysing ‘global social relations, not international
relations, the state system is a (powerful) chimera’65. Franke and Roos seem to back Wight up
here, arguing ‘…in spite of its longstanding predominance, the state is nothing but one kind
of structure of corporate practice among many others within the international realm…’
including, they add, international organisations, NGOs and terrorist organisations66.
The key ingredient that is missing from these claims, and which helps to resolve the specific
difference of ‘state-enabled’ agents from others, is sovereignty. Indeed, contrary to the quotes
in the preceding paragraph, at one point Wight notes: ‘…sovereignty, as a constitutive rule of
international order, is both the medium, and outcome, of the internal and external practices of
states. It provides the very meaning of what is internal and what is external and is constitutive
of the identities and interests of agents involved’67. Moreover, in reference to Wight’s earlier
point as to the state’s ‘unique powers’ and ‘pre-eminent position’ it is precisely the claim to
sovereignty which lies at the heart of this uniqueness.
The case for keeping sovereignty at the heart of any account of Africa’s international
relations has been argued at greater length elsewhere68 but some key points are worth
reiterating in this context. Sovereignty should be seen as a claim to the location of ultimate
authority, to a socially-recognised right to rule69. As such it puts the state, and the institutions
that comprise it and agents who are empowered to act on its behalf, in a class apart from all
others in society. Indeed, not only does the state’s imprimatur constrain or enable other
embodied agents to act70 but in enabling state agencies or individuals fulfilling state-based
roles to act as state-authorised agents, it endows them with a status and power different from
others. So not only does sovereignty serve to maintain the inside/outside distinction it is also
the principle through which states themselves perform their agency, exert power, and play
roles internationally enacted by their agents.
Such considerations are crucial to understanding the different forms of African agency. As
many have noted, it is international processes of mutual recognition of sovereignty that define
the membership of the international ‘club’ of states in the first place and as a result the very
rights African leaders and diplomats have to attend and participate in the varied multilateral
forums and bilateral relations surveyed earlier71. As a result, the state, as Taylor notes, ‘is a
foundational element’ in studying the international relations of sub-Saharan Africa72. Without
acknowledging this we simply cannot comprehend African agency in these arenas. In
Wight’s terms, it is also sovereignty which defines key aspects of the social location and roleperformance of those agents authorised to act on the state’s behalf in these contexts. Indeed,
it is as recognised leaders (and hence ‘representatives’73) of the state, that leaders are able to
claim a right to speak for and on behalf of a particular country. And sovereign authority
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confers on state agents an ability to recognise other actors both internally and in some
circumstances externally. No non-state actor has the same kind of agency, backed by a claim
to ultimate authority, in any of the arenas I have discussed.
That is certainly not to say that non-state actors are irrelevant. Sovereignty defined in this
way is irreducibly relational and highly politicised in many respects74. It is based on claims
and recognition, and is both historically variable in form and content and an ongoing
‘project’. As Wight notes, ‘There is never a point when the state project is completed within a
given territory and thereafter operates according to its own fixed and inevitable logic’75. Both
the form and content of sovereignty, and the uses of sovereign power, are therefore
something that are continually made and remade within the broad area of what one might
refer to as ‘state-society complexes’ – the relations between those claiming sovereign
authority and those over whom it is claimed – and the arena of the state system itself. Nor is
the role of non-state agencies, either from within a given state or without it, set in stone by
states but is contested and negotiated.
Sovereignty is therefore a critical element of our explanation of African agency, directing our
attention to the rules and norms that enable African states to have a place in many of the
crucial international arenas. However, it also plays an important role in organising the ability
of agents to speak on behalf of broader sets of actors – community, ‘nation’ or, in the case of
the AU, Africa as a whole. It also asks of us an account of the principles of representation76
and the authority claims on which they rest, as well as the more earthy world of political
power that leaders and state representatives are engaged in. Accounts of these important
aspects of the exercise of state agency, and particularly how they become established and
evolve over time, draws us inevitably into questions of the temporal dimensions of African
agency.
4. Agency and historical conjuncture
The account of African agency so far outlined suggests two analytical tasks – a need to
account for the degree or extent of agency seen in terms of the ability to exercise subjective
freedom of action, or ‘agency as doing something’; and a need to account for the social and
political content of that agency seen in terms of the roles being filled and the social context
within which agency arises, or agency as ‘being an agent of something’. However, lying
within these ideas is another layer that also needs to be drawn out. As is clear from the survey
of African agency in this paper, the issue, as with any discussion of agency, is dynamic, not
just in terms of the tensions between the expression of agency and continuing structural
constraints in a ‘snapshot’ sense, but also how this tension plays out over time. Indeed, to
return to Rosenberg’s point above, the historical inheritance is implicit in the very concept of
structure seen as the accumulation of past agency. Perhaps over-used but still worth noting, in
Marx’s famous quote, this relationship between past practice and present-day agency is clear:
‘Men make their own history, but not of their own free will; not under circumstances they
themselves have chosen but under the given and inherited circumstances with which they are
directly confronted. The tradition of all dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the
brains of the living’77. Thus while it is true that, as Mamdani put it and as I have explored
above, ‘…it is only when abstracted from structural constraint that agency appears as lacking
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in historical specificity…’78 the reverse is also the case, namely, that accounting for historical
specificity is also a large part of the analytical task of identifying structural constraints. More
generally, situating agency within a ‘thicker’ historical account is necessary in order to
breathe life into the useful but rather abstract categories of agency (and the issue of
sovereignty) discussed so far. Although I have suggested that such categories can be helpful
in organising our analysis of particular instances of African agency, these in turn need to be
located within a broader narrative.
Emirbayer and Mische79 make a similar point in their sociological discussion of agency,
arguing that agency is not just structurally embedded but also temporally-embedded process.
In contrast to some accounts which emphasise agency as only ‘future-oriented’ and
concerned with ‘changing the inherited predicament’ (as de Bruijn et al put it80), Emirbayer
and Mische argue that any instance of agency is oriented towards past, present and future and
in ways that may be reproductive as much as transformative. As they summarise, agency is,
‘…informed by the past (in its habitual aspect), but also oriented toward the future (as a
capacity to imagine alternative possibilities) and toward the present (as a capacity to
contextualize past habits and future projects within the contingencies of the moment)’81.
In fact, this is an issue that has been explored more fully in historical studies of Africa,
focussed on efforts to ‘recover the history and agency of the subaltern’ as Cooper puts it82,
than in IR discussions of Africa83. Early post-independence histories of Africa attempted this
through an emphasis on the role of African resistance to colonialism84. In historical studies,
perhaps ironically, it was some on the radical end of the spectrum, in both dependency and
Marxian guises in the 1970s, who often did most to side-line agency within overly
structuralist accounts of the role of the international economy85. As Terrence Ranger put it,
‘The African historian…who emphasizes African activity, African adaptation, African
choice, African initiative, will increasingly find his main adversaries not in the discredited
colonial school but in the radical pessimists’86. In more recent times, those Afro-pessimistic
accounts which emphasise the over-dominance of international donors and financial
institutions or the role of a disembodied ‘neo-liberalism’ in determining African outcomes,
fall into a similar trap87.
In bringing history into our study of African agency in today’s international politics, we can
get some pointers from these debates. In reviewing the debates on colonialism Cooper argued
that the challenge was to ‘confront the power behind European expansion without assuming it
was all-determining…’, finding African agency ‘in all its complexity, contingency and
limitations’ rather than the ‘flattening of the complex lives of real people’88. Better historical
narratives Cooper argued, got at some of the ebb and flow of initiative and resistance: not just
a story of African resistance to a dominant Europe but of adaptation of European colonial
policy to resistance by the colonized89.
In a similar vein, Mamdani warned of the need avoid treating history as following a pre-given
route ‘unaffected by the struggles that happened along the way’, leaving both African and the
developed world ‘robbed of their history’ 90. Moreover, while structuralist accounts
‘straightjacket agency within iron laws of history’ a strong tendency in poststructuralism is
‘to diminish the significance of historical constraint in the name of salvaging agency’ 91. In
some more fanciful post-structuralist versions, African insertion into the world economy,
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even slavery, is down purely to African initiative: ‘It is one thing to argue that nothing short
of death can extinguish human initiative and creativity’ Mamdani warns, ‘but quite another to
see in every gesture evidence of historical initiative…’92.
In attempting to meet these challenges in the analysis of contemporary African agency in
international politics we need to be able to account for two different historical registers. First,
an assessment of the current historical conjuncture and what agents seek to do with such
subjective freedom as exists. Second, to situate this within longer-term historical trajectories
of state formation and insertion into the international system that continue to inform many of
the constraints on that agency. Inevitably, the latter tends towards a greater emphasis on
structural constraint than the former, yet any historical account would be failing if the
agential production of those constraints slips from view entirely93 and no account of the
current conjuncture can ignore the very real constraints that continue to impinge on African
agency. Four facets of contemporary African agency illustrate the point here: the systemic
setting, the agency of leaders, questions of capacity, and the role of discourses.
One of the more notable arenas in which African actors have made their presence felt in the
international arena is the WTO. African negotiators have adopted a series of strategies to
increase their influence within the WTO, utilising the power of numbers to get increased
representation on key committees and more active participation in the Doha Development
Round94. Even if such influence tends to be a negative one – as one African negotiator put it,
‘We have learnt to ask why, we have learnt to ask how, and we have learnt to say “No”’95 –
nevertheless it is a marked change from previous decades. While these agents have utilised
such negotiating space, discourses and resources as are available to them, their ability to do
so is heavily influenced by the tectonic shifts in the international system caused by the rise of
new powers and the move to a more multi-polar world. In a context in which hegemony by
the leading states no longer holds sway unchallenged in multilateral forums, numbers count
for more, allowing African states to utilise their numerical weight to gain greater voice’96.
The impact of this conjuncture has been general, for Zondi, ‘The growth of multilateralism in
an increasingly multipolar world with the rise of China and India to challenge the northAtlantic axis has had a positive effect on Africa’s participation in global affairs’97. Indeed, the
impact has also been felt on bilateral aid relations, enhancing the scope for African
bargaining enabling some states to take much tougher stances towards western donors98.
However, in terms of our second register, this conjunctural account needs to be located within
the longer histories by which African states have been incorporated into the world economy.
It is this history that continues to confront today’s agents in the form of underdevelopment,
lack of diversification, marginalisation from key markets and reliance on volatile primary
product exports. These are key conditions that shape African stances in WTO negotiations.
Whether contemporary change in the international system can significantly alter these
inherited conditions remains to be seen.
I have also noted above the prominent role of state leaders – Taylor’s ‘arch manipulators of
the international system’99 – in defining African participation in international politics. Here
too, a particular confluence of events, and personal characteristics of key leaders, gave this a
new edge, direction and impact100. Indeed, one doesn’t have to sign up to all of the arguments
about ‘personal rule’101 to see that inter-personal relations among leaders are important to
expressions of African agency in international politics. Yet even the agency of leaders is
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shaped by the relationships of power between governments and their societies. As Taylor
points out, ‘Critically analysing the modalities of governance in large parts of [sub-Saharan
Africa] and how they combine with external processes is essential if we wish to comprehend
diplomatic practices, global interactions and broad international relations of Africa’s elites
and ordinary citizens’102. But such modalities of governance are themselves shaped by longer
histories to do with how those political systems came into being, the wider processes of state
formation which unfolded and trajectories of political reform and social change that have
affected them. Important too are the histories of how those states were incorporated into the
international system both through the displacement of pre-colonial African international
relations with imperial systems and the subsequent inclusion and metamorphosis into the
modern international system103. Crucially the latter included the rise of new norms of
sovereignty and multilateralism that still inform much of African states’ participation in
international politics. For many African leaders these longer and shorter-term histories create
something of a dual imperative for today’s agents based around the twin pressures of
economic development and regime security104. In this the search for revenue and external
political support, whether for national developmental projects or to oil the wheels of power, is
a constant feature of African (and maybe all) international relations but assumes critical
importance for those regimes that are more dependent on clientilist-type political
relationships105.
A similar background also impinges on the more functional aspects of African states’
capacity to participate in international negotiations. In terms of African agency in the WTO
and climate change negotiations, much attention has focussed on issues of bureaucratic
resources, policy development and analysis and negotiating presence106. Such factors also
arise in the security field where limited military and bureaucratic capacity remain a severe
restraint on the pursuit of ‘African solutions to African problems’ and in facilitating the AU’s
efforts at mediation107. Although such limitations can be placed within a short time-frame
focussed on the negative impact of the adjustment years on the fabric of African states, these
are not purely, or perhaps even primarily, ‘technical’ issues, amenable to a programme of
restorative international funding and NGO training courses and staff development (though
they maybe that too). More, they are symptoms of the longer-standing processes of state
formation with all the particularities that has involved in Africa.
Even the more discursive aspects affecting African agency need to be historically located.
This is most obvious in the utilisation of the very term ‘Africa’ by African politicians and
external actors. This has been most commented on in the case of western donors. For
example Blair’s invocation of ‘the state of Africa’ in 2001 played a very particular role within
the contingencies of the then Labour government’s foreign policy and domestic political
concerns but itself was situated within a longer-standing British and colonial discourses on
Africa108. However, the uses of ‘Africa’ have been an important part of African leaders’
diplomacy as well, most notably in South Africa’s post-apartheid foreign policy where
Mandela’s discourse of ‘African solidarity’ and Mbeki’s ‘African renaissance’ have framed
much of the actions of this pivotal power’s foreign policy109. The immediate matching up of
these two – western and African – did much to propel the new ‘bargain’ between donors and
Africa in the run up to the G8 Gleneagles summit in 2005 but also continued a longer history
of liberal-influenced interactions between Africa and Europe110.
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In all these areas, and others a proper account of agency today needs to identify how the
accumulations of past practice are present in the everyday realities facing contemporary
agents. In contrast to the laughably 19th Century view of the French President – ‘The tragedy
of Africa is that the African has never really entered into history…’111 – these past practices
every bit as much as today’s, are the product of African agency as well as that of external
powers. Part of our judgment of agency today needs to address the extent to which it is
challenging or reinforcing such inherited practice.
5. Conclusion: still ‘agency in tight corners’?
In an international system marked by dramatic change, the rise of African agency has
attracted renewed attention. Two opposite responses are invited: one is a voluntaristic
celebration of such agency as if all structural constraints had fallen away, the other an
insistence that nothing has changed, that the ‘big structures’ of global inequality remain
unaltered and Africa perpetually dominated. As a result prognoses on Africa flip between
extremes: ‘hemmed in’ or ‘seizing the 21st Century’; ‘hopeless’ or ‘hopeful’112. As I have
argued in this article, an approach to agency that emphasises its multiple dimensions means
that neither extreme is likely to capture the complexity of Africa’s recent interaction with the
international system.
In his introduction to a retrospective special issue on the work of African historian Terrence
Ranger, John Lonsdale wrote of how Ranger’s work introduced us to ‘morally determined,
intellectually convinced, pioneers of a new Africa’, who, in freeing the continent from
colonial rule and fashioning new states in the post-war world, exercised their agency ‘in tight
corners’113. In considering the agency of African political actors in today’s international
politics we are in many ways still engaged in analysing the interplay between the makers of
history and the tight corners from which they originate and within which they operate.
Neither volunturist emphasis on agency alone, nor a structural pessimism, gets to grips with
the structurally- and temporally-embedded nature of agency. Nor can either engage seriously
enough with the sheer variability of African agency on an issue by issue basis. Different
expressions of agency and different contexts provide for very different assessments. Indeed it
has been the overarching argument of this article that it is by focussing on agency in its
varied forms and contexts that we are forced to engage seriously with this complex picture of
how African political actors try to navigate their international relations. None of the
expressions of African political agency that I have covered operate outwith a complex and
varied mix of geopolitical, domestic institutional, developmental, and ideational contexts.
Such factors frame the ‘conditions of possibility’ of African agency with highly differentiated
and at times contradictory impacts. More work remains to be done in order to realise the
potential that a focus on African agency holds for a new approach to studying African’s
international relations. However, a number of hypotheses do suggest themselves from this
initial work.
First, the ‘external conditions of possibility’ for agency are varied, issue-specific and mixed.
This seems to be the case in the sense that the room for manoeuvre available to African actors
is dependent on rather particular configurations of power and interest internationally. While
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African agency has been notable in WTO and climate change negotiations, and while both
arenas are affected by systemic shifts in polarity, there are also more particular, issue-specific
opportunities and obstacles in operation. Even then, in the WTO case, an increase in African
influence is counteracted by a side-lining of the WTO and a shift to mini and bilateral
negotiations114. The room for manoeuvre in the area of security and peacekeeping is arguably
more limited, affected by whether outside powers are engaged or not, and the limits of
African military and political capacity. Such opportunities are also affected by the discourses
ustilised by agents inside and outside the continent. In the realm of ‘new security’ issues like
health, environment and migration, the effect of securitising discourses is also hotly debated,
seeming to enhance resources and voice for ‘Africa’ but also casting such ‘problems’ in a
very particular, often disempowering, light115. The use of the term ‘Africa’ itself can
galvanise action (as used by Mbeki and Blair in the years before 2005) but also marginalise
the continent as a ‘distant other’116. The argument for a focus on agency is in part an attempt
to challenge narratives of Africa that present the entire continent as perpetual victim and
lacking political initiative and engage seriously with the more fine-grain detail.
Second, the collective presence of Africa in international politics is very much a work in
progress. Although the AU has made significant steps forward, critical limits remain.
Ultimately the collective agency of Africa can only ‘make numbers count’ where national
interests genuinely align behind a common position117. Compromise and fudge for the sake of
signing up to a high level declaration, or a more sentimental notion of continental solidarity,
do not make for an effective negotiating stance when the continent comes up against the
major powers and intra-continental tensions have shown themselves in both UN reform and
climate change arenas118.
Third, sovereignty matters for African agency. While it is absolutely the case that the study of
African agency can and does go far beyond the study of states, for the sake of conceptual
clarity and the study of practical politics, a distinction has to be maintained between those
agents who carry the sovereign imprimatur of the state and those who do not or who
challenge this authority. Indeed, possession of such authority is a major component of the
social power that African agents are able to carry internationally. Having said that,
sovereignty itself is inherently relational in both its internal and external aspects, meaning
that state actors are never divorced in a substantive sense from non-state actors. This also
alerts us to the importance of processes of authorisation by and representation of the state in
the analysis of any form of agency and the politics around those processes119.
Finally, though the contingencies of today’s rapidly changing international system are
important in defining the conditions of possibility for African agency, longer-term histories
also weigh heavily. Those in power in African states, endowed with the power and freedom
of action furnished by sovereign authority have to marry the external exercise of that agency
with meeting the political necessities of ruling unevenly- and under- developed, rapidly
changing societies. Despite the increased space created by tectonic shifts in the international
arena, and the additional scope for action that creates, the agency of African leaders, Africa
collectively, and even more those excluded from the seats of power, is still operating in the
tight corners bequeathed by these longer histories of state formation and incorporation into
the international system.
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